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Abstract 
 

In this paper the concept and details of an elaborated video scene retrieval system is described. The videos can be 
segmented into scenes, and these semantic parts of video are the available set for the end user and in our retrieval system. 
The end user gives a query image, and would like to retrieve the most relevant scenes from a long video, furthermore the 
user may wonder the results in more details – in less unit than scene, e.g. in sample image – ordered as well. The key 
problem of such retrieval is the speed of the answer, and the solution for fast search is described in this paper. An index 
structure, as contribution of this paper is outlined for speed up; but for building this structure a clustering phase should 
has been applied before. After feature extraction from query image and comparison with index structure the candidate 
images for relevant hits are available; however many irrelevant images also can be found in the hit list, which causes 
difficulty. The paper shows a solution for filtering the hits, and finally the images will be in descending order based on 
relevance. At the end of the paper a solution has been shown for ranking of the scenes based on the rank of the images in 
the hit list. 
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2. Introduction  
Image and video retrieval has been an active research topic 
in recent years due to its potentially large impact on both 
image and video understanding and Web image search. 
Comparing two types of image/video retrieval techniques, 
i.e. annotation based retrieval and content-based 
image/video retrieval it can be stated that there is a growing 
interest in content-based retrieval because of the limitations 
inherent in metadata-based systems, as well as the large 
range of possible uses for efficient image/video retrieval 11. 
 Content-based retrieval allows finding information by 
searching its content rather than its attributes. In this area 
content-based video systems can accurately and 
automatically process huge amounts of videos. These 
systems require in their first stage to segment the video 
stream into separate shots. Afterwards features are extracted 
for video segments representation. Based on the 
representation a similarity/distance metric is chosen, and an 
algorithm retrieves the query, and related videos results will 
be the answer. This paper focuses on representation, and 
shows an efficient representation solution for quick 
response.  
 In this paper the problems of video scene retrieval are 
discussed, where scenes as segments of video are available 

for the system. The end user gives a query image, and would 
like to retrieve the most relevant scenes from a long video, 
furthermore the user may wonder the results in more details 
– in less unit than scene, e.g. in sample image – ordered as 
well. The query image can be a sample image from video, or 
part of this sample image, or another image from any other 
source. For example the end user gives an image of 
interesting subject as can be seen in a frame of the video, 
and the user would like to see the scenes in that this subject 
can be found. In a long video it can happened that many 
scenes contain this query image, in one of them the 
interesting subject can be seen with little size (e.g. as small 
subject in a corner), in another scene the interesting subject 
can be seen in total (where only the subject can be seen in 
the whole picture); the last case will be more relevant for the 
user, so the retrieval system should order the results. One of 
the key problems of such retrieval is the speed of the answer, 
and the solution for fast search is also presented in this 
paper. 
 One of the aims in video analysis is to group the shots 
into temporal scenes, such that all the shots in a single scene 
are related to a particular physical setting, an on-going 
action or a theme. This paper does not deal with video 
segmentation into scenes, in the literature there are some 
solutions 165 for this. A general framework has been 
developed for temporal scene segmentation using statistics 
and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique 15 to 
determine the boundaries between video scenes. There is 
another suggested system 6 for content based video retrieval 
by using adaptive threshold for video segmentation and key 
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frame selection as well as using both low level features 
together with high level semantic object annotation for video 
representation.  
 After segmentation there are some possible tasks related 
to video scenes, these can be analyzed 7, can be classified 
into different genre, for example musical, horror, etc. A 
horror video scenes recognition algorithm 12 has been 
solved already by introducing color emotion and color 
harmony theories. 
 In paper 2 a retrieval system is presented, in which the 
users can choose keyframes which contain the interest items, 
and the system recommends frames with similar content to 
the target video. The paper is promising, but it does not deal 
with sub-regions of keyframes and scenes of video. Another 
work 9 has proposed fast image retrieval for large scale as 
well, but only for images, not for videos. 
 One of the most important issues in the retrieval is the 
indexing. A new concept 4 is multimodal video indexing, 
where joint probability density functions of audio and visual 
features has been used in order to fuse features from 
different modalities. This paper also focuses on video 
indexing, but based on only images, so first of all the image 
retrieval is discussed. Originally proposed for text retrieval 
using bag-of-words (BoW) models, the technique of inverted 
index can be also applied for image retrieval. Once the 
codebook is constructed from feature descriptors extracted 
from the image database, each image will be represented by 
a BoW model, which is a histogram representation and each 
attribute indicates the number of occurrences of each visual 
word. Once this BoW model is obtained for each image, one 
can consider each visual word as an entry of an inverted file, 
and this file records the list of images containing that visual 
word. If the inverted files and a query image are given, the 
results can be produced quickly based on them 1714. In the 
paper 10 the authors have applied region color features in 
constructing the codebook, which can be used in only when 
the color information does not have large variations. In our 
work described in this paper SURF 3 features have been 
used, which more complex, but can be used for large 
variations of color as well.  
 
2. Concept of the scene retrieval by image query 
The searching task is to seek appropriate video parts or 
scenes by a sample image and to play it for the user. The 
essential part of the task is the seeking the most similar 
image among the very large picture sample set of video. 
After finding the best image possessing point in time, the 
video can be played (i) from this point or (ii) from the 
beginning of the scene in which this point can be found. 
These two cases can be compared: at first case the viewer 
person will see the part of the video from the most important 
point, so he or she could not wait any second for the 
searched part. But in this case the prelude (precedents) of the 
played part is missing, which may be semantically important 
for the viewer. At the second case the user will see the whole 
scene, so the viewer will not omit important parts. This is 
appropriate for understanding, but a little disadvantage is the 
longer played part of the video. In our system the user can 
choose between the first case (video part) and the second 
case (video scene). 
 The difficulty of the seeking the most similar image is 
comparison of the query image with too many other images. 
The applied solution of this problem is inverted index, and 
the whole procedure of the scene searching can be seen in 
Fig 1. After the sampling of video the keypoints are 
extracted from each image. Based on clustering of keypoints 

an inverted index is constructed. The extracted keypoints of 
the query image are compared to the inverted index, and 
based on this the keypoints are filtered. The most similar 
images can be searched and after the choosing the 
appropriate video part or scene the system is able to play the 
video from the founded point for the viewer. 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the scene searching by sample image  
 
 
2.1 Keypoint Extraction 
The extracted keypoints and vectors, which belong to 
keypoints, come from SURF algorithm 3. Before running 
SURF algorithm, some preparation operations should be 
executed. One of them is the grayscale conversation, in 
which the colored image is transformed into grayscale one. 
Another preparation operation is the histogram equilibration. 
Using this operation the luminance of the picture can be 
normalized and the contrast can be increased.  
 The results of SURF algorithm are stored in HDF5 
(Hierarchical Data Format) 23 format as can be seen in Fig. 
2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Results stored in HDF5 
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The „/keypoints” is a table type element with the following 
items: 
 

• pos: is the position (with given time code) of the 
sample image in the video, from which the 
keypoint is extracted. 

• x: is the x coordinate of keypoint on the image. 
• y: is the y coordinate of keypoint on the image. 
• laplacian: is a sign of Laplace value (+1, 0, or -1). 
• size: is the largeness of the keypoint feature. 
• dir: direction of the keypoint feature (between 0 

and 360). 
• hessian: is based on the Hessian matrix. 
• cluster: is the identity of cluster (explanation can 

be seen later). 
 
 All these values (except the pos and cluster) are return 
values of SURF, which supplies these for each keypoint 
extracted from images.  
 The /descriptors is a matrix with 128 column and N 
rows, where N is the number of all keypoints on the given 
image of the video. This contains the description vectors 
(with 128 values) of the keypoints. There is a row in 
/keypoints and a row with same index identity in /descriptors 
for each keypoint. 
 
 
2.2 Inverted Index Structure by Clustering 
After the keypoint extraction on the query image the search 
task would be slow, because huge amount of comparisons 
should be executed. In order to increase the speed of 
execution for the end user the number of comparisons should 
be decreased; the system will be usable only in this case. 
Sampling an average film (second by second) the number of 
images will be 6000-7000, and number of SURF keypoints 
in an image is approximately 700-1000. Thus at case of 
comparison only one new keypoint with all others the order 
of magnitude is 106. Furthermore the number of keypoints in 
a query image is also more hundreds, so the number of total 
comparisons is hundred times larger than mentioned above. 
Notice, that in a comparison not only two values should be 
compared, but 128, because SURF features are represented 
as 128 dimensional vectors. 
 The majority of keypoints can be found in more images, 
because same objects can be seen during more than 1 second 
in the video. More precisely not the same keypoints occur in 
different images, but they are very close together, in 
consequence of little changing of objects in the film. The 
comparisons will be completed more times at same (or 
almost same) keypoint, which increases the searching time. 
If we could arrange the similar keypoints into one group, 
then number of operations during search time could be 
decreased. The clustering is a solution for build groups, in 
which the elements are similar to each other and elements in 
different groups are differ from each other. 
 The k-means method is a widely used clustering 
technique that seeks to minimize the average squared 
distance between points in the same cluster. Although it 
offers no accuracy guarantees, its simplicity and speed are 
very appealing in practice (it is standard practice to choose 
the initial centers uniformly at random from more 
dimensional space). By augmenting k-means with a simple, 
randomized seeding technique, a new algorithm, so called k-
means++ [1] has been outlined with the optimal clustering. 

Preliminary experiments show that the augmentation 
improves both the speed and the accuracy of k-means.  
 The k-means algorithm begins with an arbitrary set of 
cluster centers, but k-means++ algorithm uses a specific way 
of choosing these centers. At any given time, let D(x) denote 
the shortest distance from a data point x to the closest center 
we hav e already chosen; so k-means++ algorithm is the 
following: 
 

1a. Choose an initial center c1 uniformly at random from 
X. 
1b. Choose the next center ci, selecting ci = x’ ∈ X with 
probability p, where p can be calculated by Eq. 1. 
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1c. Repeat Step 1b until we have chosen a total of k 
centers. 
2. For each I ∈ {1, . . . , k}, set the cluster Ci to be the set 
of points in X that are closer to ci than they are to cj for 
all j ≠ i. 
3. For each I ∈ {1, . . . , k}, set ci to be the center of mass 
of all points in Ci, as can be seen in Equation 2, where 
mci and mx is the mth coordinate of the ci point and x point 
respectively.  
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4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until C no longer changes.  

 
 Choosing the number of the clusters in k-means++ 
algorithm is a sensitive parameter for the goodness of the 
results. We have used the rule of thumb formulated in 
Equation 3 for the determination of the clusters. 
 

2/nk =                                                                 (3) 
 
 After the clustering an inverted index can be built from 
images and the clusters of keypoints. Inverted index shows 
the images in which keypoints in a cluster can be found. 
This index structure should be stored, so this is also a part of 
the preparation and it helps with small search time. So the 
previous structure described above is extended with new 
item: cluster (see Fig. 3 ). In this item a list is stored about 
the serial number (identity) of corresponding images. 

 
Fig. 3 Results stored with cluster information 
 
 
 The inverted index structure can be seen in Fig. 4, which 
is able to speed up the response at search phase by reading 
the inverted lists. In this structure each group (cluster) 
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contains the list of the image identities that possess at least 1 
keypoint belonging to this cluster. 

 
Fig. 4. Inverted index structure 
 
 
2.3. Retrieval for query image 
There are two possible way to give query image for end 
users: 
 

• external image from anywhere 
• internal image from selected region of a sample 

image of the video 
 
 At external case the unknown image should be 
preprocessed: keypoints are extracted from the image and 
stored during the search activity of the user. At internal case 
the preprocessing phase is omitted during the search activity, 
because keypoints are available, but the appropriate 
keypoints should be searched (filtered) among the large 
amount of keypoints.  The end user selects a sample image 
in the video and selects a rectangle region on this image, so 
the serial number of the image and the coordinates of 
selected region are given. At /keypoints table the values are 
filtered according to the condition of coordinates, i.e. x1< x < 
x2 and y1< y < y2, where x and y are the coordinates of 
extracted keypoint, [x1, y1] [x2, y2] are the coordinates of 
selected region on the image. The last field of the filtered 
keypoints (which are met with the conditions described 
above) is the identity of the cluster, thus the list of serial 
number of images related to this cluster is available at once. 
 The union of these lists gives the set of all images in the 
cluster related to keypoints in query image. Number of 
occurrences of an image should be summarized, because this 
can be larger than 1 in this set; moreover the more accurate a 
hit, the more times can be found in the set, because of more 
common keypoints. The order of the hits is based on this 
summarized value, the number of occurrences.  
 At internal query case the system has used the sample 
image of the video, thus computer time is saved during the 
search activity, because calculation of SURF keypoints on 
this image has not required, furthermore the information 
about each keypoint can be known that in which cluster can 
it be found. These advantages are due to preprocessing. At 
external case the task is little larger, because the keypoints 
should be extracted (as mentioned before) and the nearest 
cluster should be searched based on the distance of the 
keypoint and the centroid of the cluster. After these two 
steps the further phases are the same as described above.  
 The union list of hits is quite large, because this contains 
many hits possessing only very few common keypoints. 
Another problem may occur at clustering, because two (or 
more) keypoints can be got involved in same cluster because 
of similarity in spite of that, they are not related to images of 
relevant hits. The inadequate number of clusters increases 
the probability of such kind of mistakes. 
 
 
2.4 Filtering the results and rank fusion 
For decreasing the magnitude of union list of hits a method 
is introduced using the number of similar keypoints. At 

ordering of hits the number of occurrences of an image I in 
union list has been used, so this value is denoted by ni. Let N 
be number of keypoints in the query image and the ratio of 
these values can indicate the goodness of hits (as can be seen 
in Eq. 4), so this would be helpful for choosing the relevant 
hits.  
 
R = ni / N                                                                (4) 
 
 The value of r is between 0 and 1 for every sample 
picture, and the hits can be filtered by a predefined 
threshold, so if the r of an image is less than this threshold, 
then it will be filtered out. Only the rest (images with large 
r) will be processed further. During the development and 
testing it can be found that 0.6 is an appropriate value for the 
threshold. The goodness of these values depends on 
attributes of video and the number of clusters. 
 Let us consider an extreme case, where the number of 
clusters is maximal, i.e. this equals to all keypoints in all 
images. In this case if the query image is a part of a sample 
image from video (at internal query this is always true, at 
external query this can occur, but not always), then r is equal 
to maximal value, i.e. 1 for this sample image. However if 
consider clustering case, where the number of clusters is less 
than all keypoints in all images, then in a cluster more 
keypoints can be found. It can happened that some keypoints 
of the query image also get involved into common cluster, so 
the number of clusters to be joined at phase of union list will 
be less than the keypoints on the query image. (Note that 
lists contain the serial numbers of image, not the identity of 
keypoints.) In this case the maximal value of r is less than 1; 
naturally the image (as most relevant image) that contains 
the internal query image will reach this maximal value. 
Concluding the clustering can decrease the maximal value of 
r. 
 The ordered and filtered list of sample images is 
available with time code in the video. The system could 
offer the end user to play the video from this point of time, 
but usually the most relevant image does not appear very 
suddenly, so there are some previous and next images 
possessing more or less relevance. Additionally the context 
of the situation in a film is also important for end user to 
understand the part of the video. Therefore the playing 
should be started earlier, than the point of time of image in 
the hit list. One of the possible solutions is a fix time interval 
(e.g. 10 seconds) for beginning the video playing earlier. 
Better solution is to play the appropriate scene – in which 
the sample image can be seen – from the beginning because 
of whole context, since the minimal duration of video part 
for understanding is changing and a whole scene is sure 
enough to understand the context; but our system offers both 
of them. 
 A more sophisticated solution has been used in our 
system based on aggregation of images in the filtered hit list. 
The idea is the reciprocal rank fusion of rank of images as 
can be seen in Equation 5, where ranki is the rank of image I 
and score_rank is a real value (usually not integer) to final 
ordering. 
 

  

score _ rank = 1
1

rankii
∑

     

                                                 (5) 

 
 The reciprocal rank fusion has been calculated for each 
scene (based on images that can be found in the scene) and 
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based on this rank (score_rank) the order of the scenes can 
be shown for the end user, where the scenes with smallest 
score_rank can be found in top of the hits. Finally these 
scenes can be played for the end user. 
 
 
3. Implementation 
 
This scene retrieval system has been implemented in a 
general-purpose, high-level programming language: Python 
18. This programming language has been selected for this 
work, because interpreters are available for many operating 
systems, syntax is clear and expressive, furthermore free and 
open source modules (e.g. module for image handling 20) 
can be used in implementation. One of the open source 
modules is Open Source Computer Vision Library 
(OpenCV) 19 which a library of programming functions 
mainly aimed at computer vision. This is written in C++ and 
its primary interface is in C++, but it still retains a less 
comprehensive though extensive older C interface, e.g. there 

is now full interface in Python. So OpenCV third-party 
library (and extension of Python, so called NumPy) has been 
used in the solution described in this paper. 
 Another useful tool is Matplotlib 21, which has been 
used only in the planning of the system by drawing some 
mathematical functions. Another mathematical library is 
NumPy 22, which is an extension to the Python 
programming language, adding support for large, multi-
dimensional arrays and matrices, along with a large library 
of high-level mathematical functions to operate on these 
arrays. NumPy is open source (licensed under the BSD 
license, enabling reuse with few restrictions) and has many 
contributors. NumPy is a prerequisite of OpenCV, because 
mathematical operations are required for many image 
functions, so this was its role in our system. 
 Snapshot of the implemented system can be seen in the 
Fig. 5, where television was the internal query (green 
rectangle) and the results are presented at the bottom of the 
screen. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Snapshot of the implemented system 
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 Without using inverted index the response time in a film 
with average length the number of all comparisons will be 
6000-7000. Since in a comparison the query image and the 
700-1000 keypoints of each sample image should have 
processed, that is why in this case the response time would 
be more minutes (approximately 5 minutes), which is not 
acceptable. 
 In an average film the response time of the implemented 
scene retrieval is less than a second at case of internal query; 
at external case the time is approximately a second due to 
the additional feature extraction process. So the inverted 
index described in this paper gives a faster solution, the 
increasing of the speed is more orders of magnitude.  
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper the concept and details of an elaborated video 
scene retrieval system has been described. Video indexing 
and retrieval have a wide spectrum of promising 
applications, motivating the interest of researchers 
worldwide. There is an overview 8 of the landscape of 
general strategies in visual content-based video indexing and 
retrieval. 
 In our retrieval system the scenes as parts of video are 
the available set for the end user and for our system as well. 
The end user first gives a query image via the Graphical 
User Interface (GUI), and he or she would like to retrieve 
the most relevant scenes from a long video. Furthermore the 
user may wonder the results in more details – in less unit 
than scene, e.g. in sample image – ordered as well. The key 
problem of such retrieval is the speed of the answer, and the 
solution for fast search is described in this paper.  
 An index structure, as contribution of this paper is 
outlined for speed up. After feature extraction from images 

an extended clustering algorithm, so called k-means++ has 
been used for finding similar keypoints in all sample images 
in the video. The clusters were the base of the inverted index 
structure, because in this structure each group (cluster) 
contains the list of the image identities that possess at least 1 
keypoint belonging to this cluster. From the query image the 
keypoints are also extracted, and the corresponding clusters 
to each query keypoint can be found. The union of these 
cluster lists is a potential answer set, but this is too large, 
because many irrelevant images can be found in the hit list 
as well. The paper shows a solution for filtering the hits, and 
finally the images will be in descending order based on 
relevance. At the end of the paper a solution has been shown 
for ranking of the scenes based on the rank of the images in 
the hit list by reciprocal rank fusion. Concluding the results 
it can be stated, that the response time is small due to 
inverted index structure. 
 There is a work 13, where users are allowed to submit a 
short video clip as a query to improve the retrieval 
reliability. Improvement is achieved by integrating the 
information about different viewpoints and conditions under 
which object and scene appearances can be captured across 
different video frames, so video-based image retrieval 
(VBIR) will be more reliable than the retrieval using a single 
image as a query. This idea could be applied in our system 
as well, so in expansion of the system the user could give the 
video query, furthermore the interested region in the first 
and in the last image of the video query. 
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